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Library Link in the LMS

- Delivers customized library resource pages in Carmen, OSU’s Desire2Learn-based LMS
- Simple interface lets subject librarians create targeted content
- As of Spring 2009, every course in Carmen has a Library Link at the college, department or course level
Library Link Display

- Library Link selected
  - Yes: Display course page
  - No:
    - Yes: Display department page
    - No:
      - Yes: Display college page
      - No: Display university default
Library Link in the LMS

• Provides a personal contact at the Libraries
• Seamless authentication for direct access to materials
• Connects local, distance and international students with subscription materials
• Integrates with the OSU Libraries’ web content management system
May 3 - Midterm today, Presentation sign-up, AND carpool sign-up for Glacier Ridge Field Trip

We will be taking the midterm exam today and signing up for two things: presentation times and carpools for our upcoming Glacier Ridge Metro Park field trip. Directions are posted on Carmen. I will not be coming to campus tomorrow at all, so it will be important that the car poolers get arrangements made. Good luck on the exam.

Battelle Darby Creek and Term Paper Rubric

What a great field trip! I was so excited that we got the added bonus of seeing the aquatic organisms.

I have posted the term paper rubric on Carmen. Let me know if you have any questions.

Sue Rasche

Dropbox for Midterm Questions

I have opened a dropbox where you can submit possible midterm exam questions. What are the topics we have learned so far that seem the most important to you? This is a way for you to help me create a midterm that is learner-oriented. Thanks for your feedback... SMR

Wetlands Field Trip

A map to the Wetlands is posted on Carmen. Please remember to come prepared for a WETLAND field trip. I do not know how many we will be.
### Librarian

**Jessica Page**

Email: [page.84@osu.edu](mailto:page.84@osu.edu)

Office: (614) 688-8474

Yahoo: jessicapageosu

### Library Catalogs

- **OSU Library Catalog**
  - Search for items held by OSU Libraries.

- **OhioLINK Catalog**
  - Search for items held by all OhioLINK institutions.

- **WorldCat Catalog**

### Library

**Food, Agricultural and Environmental Sciences Library**

- **Address**: 045 Agricultural Administration Building
- **Phone**: 614-292-6125
- **Hours**

### Databases

Databases for locating articles and other sources in Environment and Natural Resources.

- **Agricola**
  - Literature in agriculture and related subjects, such as food and nutrition, agricultural economics, parasitology, forestry, aquaculture, wildlife, and environmental science.

- **Biosis Previews**
  - Indexes research in agriculture, biology, biotechnology, environment, wildlife, ecology, agriculture, forestry and the health sciences.

- **CAB Direct**
  - Covers research and development literature in the fields of agriculture, forestry, human health, human nutrition, animal health and the management and conservation of natural resources.

- **Environmental Sciences and Pollution Management**
Comprehensive coverage of the environmental sciences.

GeoRef

Geoscience literature, including journal articles, books, maps, conference papers, reports and theses.

More Environment and Natural Resources databases

Web Sites

AgEcon Search

AgEcon Search collects, indexes and electronically distributes full-text copies of scholarly research in the broadly defined field of Agricultural Economics.

Agriculture Network Information Center

The Agriculture Network Information Center (AgNIC) is a voluntary alliance of members based on the concept of "centers of excellence". The member institutions are dedicated to enhancing collective information and services among the members and their partners for all those seeking agricultural information over the Internet.

Agricultural Resources and Environmental Indicators

This series describes trends in resources used in and affected by agricultural production, as well as the economic conditions and policies that influence agricultural resource use and its environmental impacts.

Alternative Farming Systems Information Center (National Agricultural Library)

Alternative Farming Systems Information Center (AFSIC) specializes in identifying and accessing information related to alternative agricultural enterprises and crops as well as alternative cropping systems.

EarthTrends Environmental Information

An environmental information portal for researching global topics, such as water resources, climate and atmosphere, population and health, energy resources, and agriculture and food.

Great Lakes Information Network

A partnership of U.S. and Canadian agencies and organizations focused on the Great Lakes.
Environment and Natural Resources

Please click below for information on locating scholarly literature in the Environment and Natural Resources. You may also download a printable guide to the ENR literature.

You can also search the OSU Journals Catalog, go to online journals in environmental sciences, fisheries, or forestry; or find databases that index the ENR literature. To access databases and journals remotely, use the Off Campus Sign-in.

- Environmental Policy & Management Selected Journal
- Environmental Science Selected Journals
- Fisheries Selected Journals
- Forestry Selected Journals
- Soil Science Selected Journals

Environment and Natural Resources Databases

- Academic Search Complete
  A scholarly, multi-disciplinary full-text database.
- Agricola
  Literature in agriculture and related subjects, such as food and nutrition, agricultural economics, parasitology, forestry, aquaculture, wildlife, and environmental science.
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